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We take great pleasure in announcing a major addition to our leadership team Dr.

Moorthy Uppaluri who joins our organization as our Chief Growth Officer. Among the

many accomplishments of Dr. Uppaluri, a few to highlight here would be: He served

as CEO of Microsoft-IT India since Microsoft IT began its operations in Hyderabad (he

launched Microsoft IT both in India and China). Prior to this he served as CEO for GE-

Industrial in scaling up GE India Operations. Post Microsoft, Moorthy ran Randstad

India as MD and CEO and grew that org profitably to over 60000 strong band of

professionals.

Prior to all of his Indian accolades, he worked in the USA, in blue chips like Microsoft

and GE interacting directly with stalwarts of our industry like Bill Gates, Steve Ballmer,

Jeff Immelt to name a few. Leaders like him are extremely rare as they bring expertise

in technology, business, talent and organizational development working from billion-

dollar organizations to bootstrapped startups.

He comes to us with a single tracked focus on a “Growth” mantra – as a growth

champion for GAIAN. To grow our culture, our stature, our brand, our people, our

processes and of course our products and business. Many of you may have heard

the ancient Zen saying, “when the student is ready, only then the teacher appears”.

Moorthy joins us now as our leader and teacher as we are now poised for our next

big phase of growth. Many engineers, many managers and executives have

flourished and turbo-charged their careers under the mentorship and management

of Dr. Moorthy.

To New Beginnings
with

Dr. Moorthy Uppaluri
– Chief Growth Officer



This year has been 

tough for 

everybody. The 

significance of 

Diwali is the 

removal of 

darkness and filling 

up with light. May 

this festival of lights 

fill your life with joy.

Wishing everyone 

a hopeful, safe 

and a happy 

Diwali.
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Gaian celebrates Diwali with Ethereum!

As Gaian continues to follow the path of innovation and

new age technology, we try to imbibe every cent of

futuristic solutions to our work culture. Keeping our

methods in mind, this year Gaian has decided to

celebrate the festival of lights and prosperity by giving

out its Diwali bonuses in Crypto currency. We organized a

session, with all the employees, to give an insight what

this magic internet money or digital oil/gold holds for the

future of Currency, investments, and money. A Q&A

session with our CEO, Chandra Kotaru, followed after he

shed light upon this marvelous innovation. Later on, we

had a workshop on how to make a Crypto wallet, and

purchase/release of the digital currencies. This embarks a

breakthrough decision as it not only promotes the future,

but also gives employee a kick start to their investment

journey in this market.
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We are always on the 
hunt for exceptional 
talent like you. To top 
that off, this year, we 
are hiring aggressively 
to expand globally, 
build better, and 
develop new ideas. 
And there are no 
better brand 
ambassadors of the 
Gaian Family than all 
of you. So, refer your 
friends and earn 
rewards up to 
₹1,00,000/-.

Current Open 
Positions:

• Backend/Java 
Developer

• Technical Support 
Engineer

• Sr. Technical Writer
• Professional Services 

Engineer
• QA Engineer Manual
• IT Manager
• Frontend Architect
• QA Automation 

engineer
• DevOps Engineer
• Business Analyst
• Embedded Multi Media 

Developer
• Android Developer

We 
are 

Growing!
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#COVID19Update

With active cases more than 1.5 Lakhs and all walks of life

heading out on street, COVID is not defeated neither is it

going to disappear any soon. Also, with a steady rise in the

cases of Dengue (1.16 Lakh cases reported throughout the

country this year alone), its high time to take safety measures

and precautions to all such illness that can hamper people

around us.

Sites to visit for information: 
https://www.mohfw.gov.in/covid_vaccination/vaccination/index.html

https://www.mohfw.gov.in/pdf/Guidelinestobefollowedondetectionofsu
spectorconfirmedCOVID19case.pdf

Gaian

Townhall

On 13th of October, we

brought together all the

employees to discuss

about topics that

concerned them

directly or indirectly.

We kicked off by introducing our new COO, Steve Rizzone,

and our new VP of Product Engineering, Harish Iyer. Later

on, we discussed about the current situation of COVID, and

whether the employees would like to come back to office

or work from home. The resurgence of Toastmasters and

people’s interest in this programme.

https://www.mohfw.gov.in/covid_vaccination/vaccination/index.html


Geek Talk by Harish Iyer, VP of Product Engineering
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Building Great Products?
Build a Great Team first...

What makes a great product?

We all think about this. We look at products we admire and we wonder: how did they

do it? Was it amazing leadership? Are the people that work at it, just all insanely

talented? While both of those things may be true, they aren't the only reason things

are great. Having great leadership and talent are both huge bits of help, to be

certain, but in my experience, only one thing can make a great product - Great

Teams.

So What Makes a Great Team?

Think about the amazing teams you've seen or been a part of - the ones who always

seem to ship the best products and experience the biggest wins. What made them

amazing? It wasn't that they had the exact right number of designers and engineers

and product folks. Maybe they did, maybe they didn't. More often, great teams have

:

People who trust each other. This means designers who care deeply about their

engineers' and PMs' thoughts on design, engineers who care about how their

architecture impacts the designers, PMs who are comfortable letting their whole team

own the product and process, etc. If a team doesn't trust each other, it will manifest in

them not sharing their responsibilities.

A lot of trust from the company. It's impossible for any team to execute well without

this, great or not. Great teams aren't micromanaged. They're given a goal and have

the autonomy and support to make it happen.

A variety of points of view and thoughtful disagreement. A lot of people think great

teams don't argue when the reality is exactly the opposite. However, even when

debating, these teams do so from a place of trust (see above) that everyone is

arguing in the best interest of the product. They appreciate each other for what

everyone brings to the table.

Senior folks who help less-senior people. This could mean a senior engineer mentoring

a more junior designer in HTML/CSS, a senior designer showing a new product

manager how to run a project well, or a product manager teaching a junior engineer

to think about more than the code. Again, many people mistake "a group of all senior

people" as a recipe for a great team. My experience is that great teams are a mixture

of talents and expertise, but the constant is an environment of teaching and learning.
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Great Teams Are Magical and Unexpected

It's hard to predict if a group of people will act Great or not when you're forming a

new team. Sometimes all it takes is one person to complete the puzzle and convert

an Almost Great team into a Great one or to take a Great team and drag them

down.

However, it's still important to make that your primary motivator when creating and

adjusting teams. I mean, supposedly your biggest concern as a manager is setting up

people you manage to be successful, right? Getting them onto a team where they'll

be valued and produce great work seems like a good place to start.

The most powerful part of having a Great Team is that you can throw nearly anything

at them and they'll figure it out. Have a new, important strategic initiative? Most

companies try to cobble together "the best" individuals and throw them at the

problem. What you find is that now you're dealing with a bunch of people who don't

know how to work together yet, in addition to them trying to work on this high-priority

thing. Better to throw the problem at a high-functioning team, who already know

how to work well together and can concentrate on executing.

Greatness Is Cumulative

The opposite of the cobbled-together dream team scenario. It's real, real tempting

for manager folks to see a great team operating at a high level and discuss splitting

the team up amongst the Almost Great and Not Great teams in an attempt to buoy

everyone. This is a mistake. A Great Team is a mystical concoction that relies on all its

parts. The knowledge of how to work together is incredibly valuable in and of itself. If

you break up a Great Team, that's all you're doing: losing a Great Team. Their new

teams may not support or challenge them in a way that makes them or their new

teams successful.

People and Teams, Not Resources

It's critical to not think about people as pieces that can be shuffled around at will. It's

hard to overstate the power and importance of creating an environment that

encourages and empowers people to find their best collaborators. Find ways to

experiment with new groups of people who you think may work well together and, if

they start working amazingly, double down on their success. If your culture is based

on hiring and building Great Teams, then your product, your company, and

everyone who works there will see and feel the benefits.

Want to write the next Geek Talk? Mail us at editor.innovation@gaiansolutions.com

mailto:editor.innovation@gaiansolutions.com
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Want to share some more positive news around you in the next edition? 
Mail us at: editor.innovation@gaiansolutions.com

Intrapreneur of the Month

Question:

Which new piece of technology from a movie, do you think, 

will change the world forever?

Mail us your answer @ editor.innovation@gaiansolutions.com to feature in the next edition 

of

the Newsletter as the “Intrapreneur of the Month”.

Gurpreet Gandhi: 
“To complete integrations and test end to end flows.”

Rishindra Kumar: 
“To make system scalable by better design and fix 

bugs in code to make production ready”

Kocherla Sai Saketh | Suraj Krishnamoorthy

“They have created excellent API documentation for our 
Apps and are training fresher's to do the same for all our 

APIs”

Kalpana Malladi | Vedam Anand

“For the help in Hiring with the day job quite effectively.”

Soham Mitra: 
“ CSAT. Quick resolutions low backlog age. He did 
well across support KPIs.”

Ravi Mergu: 
“Learned the snap development at a quick pace, 

and doing good job in fixing the bugs in a short time.”

mailto:editor.innovation@gaiansolutions.com


Sushma Sapa Mohan Mirpati

November 1st November 1st November 2nd

Debsankar Jana Aravind 

Koonapureddy

November 5th November 6th

Surendra Babu 

Botlagunta

Cherukuri Hari 

Krishna

November 11th

November 

17th
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Syed Nazer Uddin 

Hussaini

November 23rd

Anumeha Singh Suraj Krishnamoorthy

November 2nd

It’s Your Birthday

Work Anniversaries

Syed Mudassir 

Ahmed

November 28th

Kurumurthy 

Amarchintha
Deepak Chavali

November 1st

Venkata Raju N

November 11thNovember 1st



Wan to contribute to the Newsletter? Want your article to be published?
Mail us at editor.innovation@gaiansolutions.com

Minu Manisha Babel Bullabbai 

Gogulamanda

November 16thNovember 15th

Ajay Kumar Myakala Ravi Mergu

SMTS - II

Product Engineering

Yeshwanth Kalluri

Associate Frontend DeveloperUI/UX Designer

Design Team

Mahesh Naidu

A warm welcome to our New Joiners
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Associate Frontend Developer


